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The adhesion of fluid vesicles to a planar surface has been studied using Monte Carlo methods and
scaling arguments for the random surface model. Deflated as well as inflated vesicles have been
considered. Inflated vesicles, with internal pressurep.0, exhibit with increasing adhesion strength
a discontinuous conformational transition from unbound sphere-like conformations to strongly
adsorbed two dimensional branched conformations. Deflated vesicles withp50 exhibit a
continuous transition from three dimensional to two dimensional branched conformations where the
type of transition is different from adsorption transition of branched polymers. The transition
temperatures scale according to«c /kT;pAN, whereN is the surface area of the vesicle. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!50533-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanisms and consequences of the adhesio
cells or vesicles to a substrate is of importance for our
derstanding of cell aggregation, proliferation a
locomotion.1 One of the basic differences between the ad
sion of cells and vesicles is their adhesion mechani
which is in the case of cells dominated by receptor-liga
interactions, whereas for vesicles classical forces as van
Waals and Coulomb are important. Although there are m
additional differences between cells and vesicles, e.g. c
cerned with their internal structure, it is conceivable that th
have some common features with regard to their confor
tional changes during adhesion processes. Therefore it
interest to investigate certain models sharing some prope
of cells and vesicles. The adhesion of such a model, wh
we call henceforth a vesicle, is the subject of the pres
paper.

The membranes of vesicles are approximately inco
pressible. Therefore they essentially do not change their a
Their shapes and related fluctuations are controlled by be
ing rigidity of the membrane2–4 and much less by their sur
face tension. Most of theoretical and experimental works
membrane adhesion have therefore been restricted to
bending rigidities, where thermal fluctuations are of only m
nor importance.5–7 Little is known about the behavior of ad
herent vesicles at low bending rigidity where the persiste
length jp is much smaller than the radius of the vesicleR,
jp!R. The persistence length8 is approximately
jp5a0 exp@(4p/3)k/kT#, wherea0 is a microscopic length
of the order of the monomer size andk is the bending rigid-
ity.

Besides the bending rigidity, the osmotic pressure diff
enceDp[pin2pout is another parameter which determin
the shape of a vesicle. In particular, the combined effect
pressure and adhesion on the shapes of vesicles is of int
and will be the focus of the present work.
4390 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (11), 15 September 1997 0021-9606
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II. MODEL AND SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

As a model vesicle we used a fluid triangulated surfa
of spherical topology introduced recently,9 which has been
investigated for the cases of internal pressure and ben
rigidity.10 The present model surface is supposed to repre
the bilayer membrane of real vesicles, however, restricte
the aspects of flexibility and tension. Effects related to
finite thickness of the membrane is here ignored, since a
ally the width of a membrane, about 4 nm, is very sm
compared to the radius of a vesicle which typically var
between 0.1 and 10mm. Since we are primarily interested i
the overall conformation of vesicles, our model surface c
be considered as a simple first approximation to a flexi
bilayer membrane.

A flexible triangular network is used as the simplest a
proximation of a flexible surface in three dimensional spa
Each grid point on the mesh is connected by bonds with
neighboring points. The length of each bond is restricted t
certain range by a square-well potential, and the s
avoidance of the surface is implemented by introducing
hard sphere on each grid point. The diameter of the h
sphere,s51.0a, is chosen such that the ratio of the diame
and the maximum bond length,l max5aA2, disallows the
self-penetration of the membrane. The microscopic len
a, which defines the relation between our model membr
and the dimensions of a real membrane, will not be speci
here, although general considerations would suggest that
length is in the order of the persistence lengtha'jp , about
100 nm. Any attempt to displace a grid point is rejected
this causes overlaps of hard spheres, thus the surface is
avoiding. The successive steps during the Monte Carlo p
cedure follows the usual Metropolis scheme. Select a g
point randomly or sequentially, displace it to a nearby loc
tion which is chosen at random. Then calculate the co
sponding change in total energydE ~as defined below!. The
new location of the grid point is accepted
exp(2dE/kT).h, where 0,h,1 is a random number, oth
erwise the old configuration is counted as the new one. E
/97/107(11)/4390/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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4391A. Baumgärtner and S. M. Bhattacharjee: Adsorption of fluid vesicles
Monte Carlo step consists ofN such attempts, whereN is the
total number of the grid points of the network.

The Monte Carlo steps described above are sufficien
simulate polymerized membranes and vesicles where
constituents of the surface are permanently connected to
neighbors. However, most membranes in biological sys
are fluid where the lipid molecules diffuse laterally in th
plane of the membrane thereby continually changing th
local environment. In order to account for this character o
membrane without going into the detailed realization of s
face diffusion mechanism on the molecular level, one m
adopt a much simpler and more abstract model suitable
numerical simulation. Combining the model of a flexible n
work with some kind of fluidity means, one has to relax t
restriction on fixed connectivity, thus allow the grid points
exchange their neighbors, and at the same time, preserv
topology and the integrity of the structure. In a triangu
mesh, this can be accomplished by the following mechan
~‘‘dynamic triangulation’’!.9,11

Select a pair of grid points randomly or sequentia
such that they are the respective vertices of two triang
which share the same edge, then perform a bond-exch
step if the following conditions are satisfied: 1! these two
points are not directly connected yet; 2! the numbers of
direct-connected neighbors of the two vertices of the co
mon edge are both greater than the minimum allowed n
ber ~say, 3!; 4! The distance between these two points
within the interval of the acceptable bond lengthl max5A2.
If all these conditions are satisfied, the new bond betw
these two points is created and the bond of the common e
of the two triangles is removed. In this bond-exchange p
cedure, the total numbers of bonds and triangles are
served, so is the two dimensional topology of the membr
which is the essential of the structure. The advantage of
simple procedure is its locality, only the local connectio
are rearranged and the cumulative effects of the bo
exchange and grid point displacement allow the grid po
to have more freedom to move in space, not just a restric
diffusion in 3-D as in the case of fixed-connected mesh
also in the 2-D surface itself. In fact, within certain numb
of steps, each grid point would have the opportunity of be
connected with any other point and this resembles the fl
ity of the system. It should be noted that during the proc
of dynamic triangulation the volume of the vesicle

FIG. 1. Top view and side view snapshot of a deflated~p50! vesicle at
«/kT51.0 for N5812.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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changed, and hence at each triangulation step the Metrop
criterion has to be applied in order to accept or reject the n
volume according to exp(2pdV/kT).h or ,h, respectively,
wherep[Dpa3/kT anddV is the change of the volume.

The adhesion between the surface of the vesicle and
flat substrate is represented by a short range attractive po
tial of square-well type

V~z!52«/~11z!2, for 0,z,w, ~1!

whereV(z)5` for z,0 andV(z)50 for z.w. The param-
eter w is a cut-off, which has been introduced in order
model a contact potential in the present continuum mod
Obviously, for largew, say in the order of the size of th
vesicle, the inner surface of the vesicle would be attrac
also, which is not of interest. Therefore we have limited t
range of the potential toz<w50.57, where the upper limit is
the closest distance two fluid surfaces of the present type
approach each other without violating the excluded volu
conditions.

Since for finite sizesN of the vesicles and due to th
finite range of the attractive potential the probability of t
vesicle to escape from the attractive range at any tempera
is nonzero, we have restricted the motion of the vesicle to
extent that at least one monomer of its surface must be fo
at coordinatez,w.

In determining the averages we have used 106 Monte
Carlo steps.

FIG. 2. Top view and side view snapshot of a deflated~p50! vesicle at
«/kT54.0 for N5812.

FIG. 3. Adhesion energyE/N versus adsorption strength«/kT at zero pres-
sure for vesicles sizesN592, 272, 812.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Deflated vesicles

In the following subsection we report on our results
the adsorption of ‘‘deflated’’ (p50) vesicles. Since it is
known that deflated vesicles exhibit conformations
branched structures,10,12where the mean square radius of g
ration and the volume are proportional to the surface a
R2;V;N, one might expect a situation comparable to t
case of the adsorption of branched polymers to impenetr
surfaces.13 However, since branched vesicles differ fro
branched polymers with respect to the conservation of t
topolgy, i.e., branched vesicles can be considered as the
nealed analogon of branched polymers with quenched
pologies, it is conceivable that some statistical quanti
such as crossover exponents13 are different in the two mod-
els.

Typical snapshots of deflated vesicles are depicted
Figs. 1 and 2, for weak and strong adsorption, respectiv
They clearly demonstrate the transition from a weakly bou
to a strongly bound state and between the three-dimensi
and the two-dimensional branched structure of the vesi
We have estimated the contact energyE, which is defined as
the number of monomers of the vesicle found in the inter

FIG. 4. Probability distribution of energyP(E) for various values of«/kT
at zero pressure for vesicles of sizeN5812.

FIG. 5. Average vertical sizeRz versus«/kT at zero pressure for vesicles o
various sizes.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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0,z,w. The contact energy per beadE/N as a function of
the adsorption strength«/kT is presented in Fig. 3. The tran
sition point is located at«c /kT'1. Interestingly, finite size
effects are very small although the surface area N change
a factor of 9. This is in contrast to branched polymer13

where the critical adsorption temperatureTc depends signifi-
cantly on the size according toTc(N)5Tc(`)2BN20.7. Re-
cently a first order transition has been proposed for the
sorption of branched model vesicles on lattices.14 Whether
the present transition is also of first order has been exam
by looking at the probability distribution of energyP(E). In
case of a discontinuous transition one would expect clos
the transition point a bimodal distribution of the energyE. In
Fig. 4 the distributionP(E) is presented for various value
of «/kT. At least for«/kT51.0 and 1.2, there is no evidenc
of a bimodal shape and hence no discontinuity of the ene

The continuity of the transition is further corroborate
by the change of the conformation of the vesicles as a fu
tion of adhesion strength. The average vertical sizeRz and
the average parallel sizeRxy are presented in Figs. 5–7. Th
data of the vertical size, as presented in Fig. 5, exhib
continuous transition between a weakly adsorbed stat
«,«c and a strongly adsorbed state at«/kT.«c /kT where
Rz is independent ofN. Below the transition pointRz is

FIG. 6. Scaled vertical sizeRz versus«/kT at zero pressure for vesicles o
various sizes.

FIG. 7. Scaled parallel sizeRxy versus«/kT at zero pressure for vesicles o
various sizes.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4393A. Baumgärtner and S. M. Bhattacharjee: Adsorption of fluid vesicles
expected to scale according toRz;AN corresponding to a
three dimensional branched vesicle. This is demonstrate
Fig. 6 for

Rz2Rz~0!5N0.5f ~kT/«!. ~2!

where we have assumedf (x)'0 and Rz(x)50.55 for
x,,1.

The average parallel sizeRxy is presented in Fig. 7. The
data indicate that the spreading of the vesicle on the sur
is a continuous process whereRxy5A(T)N0.6 and the pref-
actor 0.1,A(T),0.2 is a weak function of temperature. Th
exponent of 0.6 is, as expected, in agreement with the w
known case of two dimensional branched polymers.15 How-
ever, our data are not sufficiently precise in order to obse
the conformational transition inRxy between two dimen-
sional branched vesicles ofRxy;N0.6 at «.«c and three
dimensional branched vesiclesRxy;N0.5 at «,«c . It seems
likely that much large vesicles would exhibit a more cle
picture.

Previous studies on the adsorption of branched vesi
on lattices14 have reported on a second conformational tr
sition with increasing adhesion strength from two dime
sional branched conformations to disc-like conformations
the latter case a vesicle is thought to be spread compactl
the plane, similar as for two dimensional self-avoiding ri
polymers16 whereRxy;N0.75. Although there is no evidenc
for such a transition in our present simulations we can
exclude that for much larger vesicles this second type
branched-compact transition in two dimensions would ta
place.

B. Inflated vesicles

In the following subsection we report on our results
the adsorption of ‘‘inflated’’ (p.0) vesicles. This situation
is different from the previous one since at low adhes
strength the vesicles are inflated provided the pressur
larger than a threshold value10 in the order ofp* ;N21/2. A
snapshot of such a situation is depicted in Fig. 8. With
creasing«/kT the vesicle becomes more flat until it sprea
out on the surface undergoing a transition to a tw
dimensional branched structure as depicted in Fig. 9. T
spreading transition is discontinuous and exhibits a con
erable hysteresis of the energy as a function of«/kT. Similar

FIG. 8. Top view and side view snapshot of weakly adsorbed infla
vesicle atp50.26,«/kT52.9 for N5812.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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behavior is also observed forRz and Rxy . In Fig. 10 the
hysteresis of the adhesion energy is presented. The widt
the hysteresis loop depends as usual on the successive
ing and heating rate. Since we could not totally suppress
hysteresis effect by performing very long simulation run
we have located the expected transition point for infinite
slow cooling and heating rate symmetrically between the t
transition points according to successive cooling and hea
series as depicted in Fig. 10. According to this procedure
have estimated the critical adhesion strength«c /kT as a
function of the scaled pressurepAN which is shown in Fig.
11. At pAN@1 the transition line is linear,

«c /kT' 1
3 pAN, ~3!

whereas forpAN→0 a crossover to the special transition
p50, as discussed in the previous section, is expected.

The average perpendicular sizesRz of the vesicles as a
function of adhesion strength and pressure is shown in
12. Since the critical adhesion strength scales accordin
«/kT;pAN, the appropriate scaling variable is«/pAN. Be-
low «c /kT the vesicle is inflated and hence the perpendicu
size scales with the surface area similar as for a sph
Rz;AN. Below the transition point the vesicles are flat.~It
should be noted that the data ofRz above the transition point
as depicted at the right hand side of Fig. 12, have been
duced by a factor of 100 in order to fit to the scale of t

dFIG. 9. Top view and side view snapshot of a strongly adsorbed infla
vesicle atp50.26,«/kT59.0 for N5812.

FIG. 10. Hysteresis of adhesion energy as a function of adhesion stre
«/kT.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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4394 A. Baumgärtner and S. M. Bhattacharjee: Adsorption of fluid vesicles
figure.! For «.«c the vesicles are two dimensional and ha
an average thickness in the range of 0.4,Rz,0.6.

The effective scaling of the parallel componentRxy is
presented in Fig. 13. At low adhesion strength~left part of
the figure! the parallel component scales as expected fo
spherical object proportional to the perpendicular compon
according toRxy;Rz;AN. However, in order to obtain a
satisfactory overlap of the data we have introduced a w
dependence on the pressure, approximatelyRxy;p0.14. This
pressure dependence may be attributed to deviations fro
spherical shape with increasing adhesion strength«/kT.
Above the adhesion threshold the vesicle is strongly
sorbed and flat. The two dimensional structures are com
rable to those of branched polymers. Therefore the para
component scales accordingly toRxy;N0.6. The exponent
compares well with the estimate 0.61 for branch
polymers.15

The effective scaling of the volume is presented in F
14. The best collapse of the data are obtained
V;N1.7p0.4 below the adhesion threshold, andV;N above.
The latter result is as expected, since for the branched s
tures the volume must be proportional to the surface a

FIG. 11. Phase diagram of adhesive vesicles.

FIG. 12. Scaled vertical sizeRz versus«/pAN below and above the critica
adhesion strength«c for vesicles of various sizes. The data ofRz above the
transition point~right hand side of the figure! have been reduced by a facto
of 100 in order to fit to the scale of the figure.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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The result at«,«c is somewhat surprising, because the v
umes of inflated vesicles increase faster than the expe
behavior of spherical objects,V;N1.5. However, this result
is in reasonable agreement with previous simulations on
flated vesicles. For the present continuum model vesicle10 it
has been foundV;N1.75p0.5, whereas for a lattice model12 it
has been reportedV;N1.8p0.6. The deviation from the ex-
pected ordinary spherical shape have been explained b
on a generalized10 blob picture of de Gennes16–18 and simi-
larly by a generalization of Pincus’ result19 for stretched
polymer chains.12

The effective scaling of the adhesive contact energy
presented in Fig. 15. Since the data scatter too much in
low adhesion regime we cannot exclude that in both regim
the leading powers in N and p are the same. However,
cording to the data we obtain a slight differenc
E/Np0.55gE(x) at «,«c , whereasE/N1.15p0.35 f E(x) at
«.«c , and different scaling functionsgE(x) and f E(x) with
x5«/pAN.

FIG. 13. Scaled parallel sizeRxy versus«/pAN below and above the critica
adhesion strength«c for vesicles of various sizes. The data ofRxy /N0.6 as
presented at the right hand side of the figure have been shifted by
upwards in order to separate from the data at the left hand side of the fig

FIG. 14. Scaled volumeV versus«/pAN below and above the critica
adhesion strength«c for vesicles of various sizes.
. 11, 15 September 1997
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the adhesion of fl
vesicles to a planar impenetrable surface using Monte C
methods. As a model vesicle we have studied the rand
surface model. In the case of deflated vesicles with inte
pressurep50 we have found a continuous transition b
tween three dimensional and two dimensional branched c
formations. The transition temperature is independent of
size of the vesicles, and hence different from the adsorp
transition of branched polymers. In the case of infla
vesicles with internal pressurep.0 we have found a discon
tinuous transition between the high temperature state, w
the vesicles exhibit a spherical inflated shape, and the

FIG. 15. Scaled energyE versus«/pAN below and above the critical ad
hesion strength«c for vesicles of various sizes.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, No
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temperature state, where the vesicle is strongly adsorbed
hibiting two dimensional branched conformations.

Disc-like two dimensional conformations, which hav
been reported recently for strongly adhesive vesicles
lattices,14 have not been detected for the present continu
model.
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